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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the Hill’s equation 
Ye + [A - q(41 Y = 0, 
4(2 + r) = 464. 
(1) 
(For relevant background information, Rfs. [2, 4, 53 can be consulted.) The 
spectrum of such an equation consists of an infinity of intervals 
hl > 47, (X2’, h)> (4 > b’), @4’, U,...’ (2) 
These intervals are also referred to as the stability intervals. The intervals 
C-00, AJ), &‘, h’), (A ? A,), (X31, b’),... (3) 
are called the instability intervals. All but the first of these are of finite length 
and under special circumstances may shrink to a point. If all finite instability 
intervals vanish, then q(z) in (1) is necessarily a constant. Proofs of this fact 
may be found in [l, 41. 
When precisely one of the finite instability intervals does not vanish, then, 
as was shown by the author [4], Q(X) satisfies the nonlinear differential 
equation 
q" = 3q2 + aq + b (4) 
when a and b are suitable constants. Solutions of (4) are known to be elliptic 
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functions. If precisely n finite instability intervals do not vanish, then q(z) 
satisfies a differential equation of the form 
q@nf = H(q, q’,..., q(@-2)), (5) 
where H is a polynomial of maximal degree n + 2. This result was recently 
established by Goldberg [3]. 
The purpose of the present article is to prove the following results. 
THEOREM. Suppose q(x) in (1) is real and integrable, and precisely one of 
thefinite instability intervals (3) d oes not vanish. If q(z) is any potential function 
in (1) co~yespo~i~g to such a given spectrum, then all other potential functions 
in (1) corresponding to the same spectrum must be of the form q(fz + T), 
where T is some real parameter. Precisely two of the potential functions will be 
even functions. 
If X takes on one of the endpoint values of one of the stability intervals (2), 
then (1) will have at least one solution of minimal period 7r or 29~. If, further- 
more, q(z) is an even function and (1) h as only one solution of period rr or 2rr, 
then that solution is either even or odd. The above facts are well known [S]. 
COROLLARY. Under the same hypotheses as the theorem, let (TV, v) denote the 
single nonvanishing finite instability in (3). If 
has an even (odd) solution of minimal period 2~, then there exists a unique even 
~t~tia~ fu~ti~ q(x) co~respo~~ng to the given spectrum. 1~ that case the 
equation 
y”+EP-qP(~+44lY =o 
has an odd (even) solution of period 257, and q(.z -+- 7r/2) is the unique evenpotPntia1 
function &oyres~o~ing to the given spectrum. 
The case where at A = p the solution has minimal period n need not be 
considered. That can occur only if h = X, , ha ,... . Under the hypotheses of 
the theorem, the odd intervals of instability in (3), namely, (hr’, h2’),(h2’, hi),..., 
all vanish. According to a theorem of Borg [l], in that case q(z + w/2) = q(z). 
When that occurs, the preceding analysis can be applied after replacing z 
by z/2 in (1). 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. A necessary and sujkient condition for Eq. (4), 
q” = 3q2 + aq + b, 
where a and b are real constants, to have a real periodic solution with a real 
period is that the quadratic equation 
3x2 + ax + b = 0 
has two distinct real solutions. 
Proof. By replacing q by q - (a/b) in (4), the equation takes the simpler 
form 
q” = 3q2 + b. (6) 
Next let 
q’ = v and q” = V(dV/dq) 
and consider 
dV/dq = (3q2 + b)/V. 
For b 3 0, real solutions of (7) are given by 
(7) 
va/2 = q3 + bq + c, 
where c is a constant of integration. A simple analysis of (8) in the (q, V) 
plane shows that these solutions are never closed curves and asymptotically 
behave like 
V m &(2q3)1/2 
for large q and V. In that case, (6) cannot have a periodic solution. 
When b < 0, we can replace q by (-b/3)‘/” q and V by (-b/3)3/4 V so 
that, without loss of generality, we can consider 
dV/dq = 3(q2 - 1)/V. (9) 
Equation (9) has two critical points in the (q, V) plane, namely, q = &l. 
q = 1 is a saddle point and q = -1 is a center. The solution of (9) that goes 
through the point (1,O) is a separatrix and is given by 
v2 = 2[q3 - 3q + 21. 
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FIGURE 1 
Figure I demonstrates what happens in the phase plane. All real periodic 
solutions of (4) must correspond to closed loops in the interior of the closed 
part of the separatrix. 
LEMMA 2. If (4) has real solutions with a given real period, then there will 
be precisely two such solutions that are also even functions of z. I the period 
is denoted by 2T, then in the interval (0, T) such a solution is monotonic. If q(x) 
is one such solution, the other isgiven by q(z + T). 
Proof. Suppose such periodic solutions correspond to the closed loop 
shown in the figure. Denote the coordinates of P1 and Pz by (g, 0) and (4,O) 
respectively. The solution of (9) corresponding to that loop is given by 
v2 = 2[q3 - 3q - (9” - 3q)]. (10) 
The curve is symmetric with respect to the q axis. 
One solution of (4) that is even is obtained from (10) via 
,Tj,= ~ I : (2[73 - 37 $3 - 3q)])‘/” (11) 
by inverting the above and solving for q as a function of z. Clearly 
q(T) = 9 (12) 
(11) defines q for 0 < z < T. But now one can extend q to (-T, 0) as an 
even function and beyond (- T, T) as a periodic function. Clearly q(z + T) 
will also be even and periodic. 
From the preceding discussion one can see that the periodic solutions of (4) 
can be found by solving (9). Then 
dq/dz = (2[q3 - 3q + a])li2, (13) 
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where a is a suitable constant of integration. For -2 < a < 2, periodic 
solutions are found and their period is given by 
2T = 2 
s 
d7/(2[? - 37 + ~1)~‘~ (14) 
0 
and q and 4 are the two smaller roots of 
73 - 37 + a = 0. 
For a = 2 we obtain the separatrix and for a = -2 the constant solution 
q = -1. 
LEMMA 3. The period 2T as a function of a (-2 < a < 2) is monotonically 
increasing. 
Proof. We first investigate T for values of a close to -2. Letting 
a = -2 + E and using standard calculations we find that 
T( -2 + 6) = j” dT/(2[T3 - 37 - 2 + E])1/2, 
! 
where 9 and 4 are those solutions of 
T3-3T--2+f=o 
near 7 = - 1. These are given by 
4 = -1 - (E/3)1/2 + O(E), q = -1 + (E/3)1/2 + O(E). 
One can now show that 
T(-2 + c) = n/61/z + o(~l’~). (15) 
It follows that T(a) has a limiting value at a = -2. 
Now let 
where 
T3 - 3T + a = (T - tj)(T - q)(T - r), 
-2<g<-1<4i<l<r. (16) 
By a standard calculation one finds that 
(T” - 37 + U + E) = (T - q + (43(g2 - l)))(T - q - (E/3(1 - a”))) 
x (T - r + (43(r2 - 1))) + O(E2). (17) 
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We shall now compare T(a + l ) and T(a). 
First we shall examine 
l 
il+k/3a-&t 
d7/(2[73 - 37 + a + E])1/2 
Q 
and let 7 = Q + (4(1 - p)) V. Then the above integral reduces to 
E*q3(1 - q2) 1’ d4(2(1 - ?J) + O{(F) *i2 u2 = (2~)1/2~3(1 - q2) + O(E). (19) ) 
0 
Similarly, 
s _ z;s,3tq2-li d~/(2[7~ - 37 + a 4 ~1)~‘~ = (24”2/3(q2 - 1) + O(E). (20) 
Next we see that 
f 
a 
~-E13(1-g2) 
[1/(2[73 - 37 + a -+ E])l/2 - 1/(2[73 - 37 + u])1’2] d7 
and 
= 2(+i2 (1 - 21f2)/3(1 - ij2) + O(E) (21) 
pt43(+1) 
J-- 
[1/(2[73 - 37 + a + e])lp - 1/(2[9 - 37 + u])~‘~] dr 
* 
= 2(+” (1 - 21i2)/3(p2 - 1) + O(E) G9) 
Finally, 
[1/(2[~~ - 37 + U + +])l/’ - 1/(2[? - 37 + c-Z])“*] dT = o(E). 
Combining these results we have 
~(a + 6) - T(U) = (2 - 2112) ~l’~/3{ l/(q2 - 1) + I/( 1 - q2)} + O(E), (23) 
so that for small positive c 
T(u + c) > T(a). 
Thus T(a) is a monotonically increasing function of a. 
(24) 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Lemma 1 indicates that every potential function p(z) corresponding to 
a given spectrum must correspond to some closed loop in the phase plane 
(see Fig. 1). According to Lemma 3, there can be at most one such loop for 
a given period. Hence, all potential functions represent the same periodic 
function except for the choice of origin. Lemma 2 shows that there are 
precisely two even potential functions. Thus the theorem is proved. 
To prove the corollary we consider the instability interval (p, v). Suppose 
Y# + [CL - d41 Y = 0 (25) 
has an even periodic solution and q(z) is one of the even potential functions 
guaranteed by the theorem. We know [5] that an even even periodic solution 
of (25) must satisfy the boundary conditions 
y’(0) = y(42) = 0 (26) 
so that such a solution is of the form 
y = f a, cos(2n + 1)z. (27) 
?L=” 
Now by Lemma 2, a second even potential function corresponding to the 
given spectrum is q(z + 42). But a periodic solution of 
Y” + [CL - dz + 7mY = 0 (28) 
iS 
y = f a, cos(2n + l)(z + m/2) = f (-l)n+l a, sin(2n + 1)~ (29) 
TZ=O 7Z=O 
so that y is odd. By a similar argument, if the solution of (25) were odd the 
solution of (28) would be found to be even. 
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